
Comaptible with CC 56/66/140e/150/160

The new double wheel concept
 The new spacer enables double wheels to be fitted in 

just a few seconds with just one screw.

 One-time pre-installation of the base plate with the 
base wheel, then the double wheels are easily 
mounted/dismounted using the central screw.

 The double tyres fit onto the spacer from both sides 
to vary the desired outer width.

 There are no scratches or damage to the rims. The 
forces of the dual wheel are absorbed directly by the 
machine without loading the rim of the base wheel.

 Aebi standard rims and existing tyres are 
compatible.

Aebi | Combicut double wheel system

Attaching and changing double wheels on our single-axle mowers is now quicker and
easier. A new, well thought-out adapter system enables dual wheels to be fitted in
next to no time. The system works with existing tyres as well as with our new pneumatic
spiked wheels.
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Tyre variants for large CC series
The models illustrated show a selection of the available tyre variants. The wheels are supplied with Aebi standard rims and can 
be combined with the double wheel system. Ask your local Aebi market partner for advice.

Pneumatic spikedTerra tyres Turf tyres

Application instructions

The new pneumatic spiked wheels
 High driving comfort on any surface: the pneumatic spiked wheels absorb shocks and vibrations to the maximum.

 Perfect ground adaptation: The wheels adapt perfectly to the ground, protect the turf and offer the best grip on the steepest 
terrain.

 Compatible and retrofittable: Supplied together with Aebi standard wheel rims and can be used individually or as double 
wheels with other existing basic tyres. Suitable for all Aebi Combicuts of the large series.

Terry tyres AS

23x10.50-12 23x8.50-12 23x10.50-12 6.50/80-12 23x8.50-12

Instruction video:
aebi-schmidt.com/aebi-cc-double-wheel-system
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One-time pre-installation Attach double wheels in a 
few seconds
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